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SECTION I. INTRODUCTION

The Expert Panel Review Report is an interim document. It presents

the results of one major task in AUERBACH's long range planning study for the

Defense Documentation Center under Contract No. DSA900-75-C-5161. The con-

clusions and recommendations discussed in this volume are directed toward

predicting the likely course of advancement of information processing

technology.

1.1 PURPOSE AND USE OF THE TECHNICAL NOTE

This document is intended to be used primarily by DDC and the project

team to formulate a set of reasonable time-phased assumptions about future infor-

mation technology, information organizations, and economic factors. As a pro-

ject document, the Expert Panel Review Report serves as an outline of future

developments, which will influence the final recommendations of the comprehensive

study now underway for the target period 1978-1988. For this review, the

results of a literature survey, an interagency survey and an internal review

of DDC plans and operations have been converted to a select list of future

events that are expected to be especially relevant to the DoD RDT&E informa-

tion processing and using community. However, some of the conclusions have a

generality about them that could have implications beyond DoD. Thus, agencies

uther than DoD agencies may find these 'r&ults of interest.
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1.2 EXPERT PANEL REVIEW SUMMARY

Highlights of the Expert Panel Review and AUERBACH's conclusions

and interpretation are:

0 Important Trends

Scientific bibliographic information systems are following
a trend that will eventually result in a comprehensive,
international, cross disciplinary and integrated data resource
that will be accessible to individuals through single access
points

The highest payoff area for increased scientific and technical
information service is factual data services that are non-
bibliographic

Information analysis services will be an increasingly
important component of total technical information systems

The application of electronic devices to the control and
manipulation of information data is a dominant trend. The
particular devices themselves are basically of incidental
importance. It is the applications techniques for informa-
tion handling that facilitate total electronic control of
technical information processes that are among the most
important matters to be resolved.

Technology

- Large computers designed specifically for textural informa-
tion processing are unlikely. Peripheral and decentralize6
special purpose units are desirable and feasible

- Complete electronic control over information processing opera-

tions is desirable. A number of approaches are feasible

depending on various system requirements

Electronic storage and dissemination media will virtually
supplant microform media

0 Organizational Structures and Affiliations

Interorganizational cooperation and standardization is funda-
mental to the advdncement of information processing technology

1-2



0 Economuics

- Coat alone is not a barrier to the advancement of information

processing technology

* Services

- New concepts in service are seen as highly desirable
and feasible but a perplexing pessimism is expressed con-
cerning the ability of the information cosmmunity to develop
them

- Widespread accessibility to many data bases is a highly
desirable objective

- Fact services are a conspicuous gap in current information
services

* Time-Phased Goals

- Quantum advancement of information processing technology is
not seen before 1985. Interim progress may be characterized
by standardization and expanded bibliographic information
services involving multiple data base access and interactive
search capability

1.3 METHODOLOGY

The method used by AUTERBACH to conduct the Expert Panel Review is a

modified composite o-Z two Delphi-like approaches: (a) the SEER (System for

Event Evaluation and Review) approach developed and employed for technology

assessment by BernsteinL, et al1 of the Naval Supply Systems Command, and (b)

the Probe II methodology of the TRW Corporation employed by North and Pyke. 
2

AUERBACH's composite methodology consists basically of four steps:

(a) Development of a compendium of factual data and potential
events, and distillation of this data into an original

Events List. (Discussed in Section 1.3.1 below,).

1Bernstein, G. B. et al. A Fifteen-Year Forecast of Information Processing
Technoloav, Washington, D.C., Naval Supply Systems Command, 1969. (AD 681752).

2 North, H. Q. and Pyke, D. L. "Probes of the Technological Future." Harvard

Business Review, 47(3):68-82, May-June 1969.
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(b) (Round I) Evaluation of this original Events List by experts
involved in information transfer at the R&D, operations and
product planning levels. (Discussed in Section 1.3.2 below).

(c) (oun I) Modfication of the Events List based on the results
of oun Iandre-evaluation of this new Events List by a second
roud pnelofspecialists in information technology and indivi-

dual ininfuenialinfrmaionscincepositions who are con-
cerned with long range planning and administration (Discussed
in Section 1.3.3 below)

(d) Analysis of results, definition of the state-of-the-art and
definition of potential alternative short, mid- and long-range
goals and identification of events necessary or desirable to
support these goals.

1.3.1 Development of the Events List

A Literature Survey generated a list of about 70 "raw" events cover-

ing technological trends and future predictions for the information commnunity.

These."raw" generalized events were then distilled into 41 events, which were

seen as the most relevant and specific to DDC's plans and interests. This was

done through the following steps:

* Close inspection of all available DDC descriptive and planning
documents to isolate areas of high interest for DDC

* Review of the documentation of the Interagency Survey (a
related task under the present contract), to point out
developments in allied organizations which would be most
likely to impact on DDC.

* Formulation of a series of questions in connection with the
areas of interest (uncovered as described above) representing
planning options for DDC (Shown in Appendix D)

* Translation of the questions into a list of carefully worded
events, eesigned to elicit maxium- feedback relevant to the
DDC plans.

1.3.2 Round I

Round I procedures were as follows:

(a) Selection of Round I Participants

The Round I participants were selected to provide expertise at
the operation or system design level, such as practitioners and
researchers in various phases or aspects of information science
(e.g., program managers of significant information Systems and
academic researchers). Effort was made to achieve a broad
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coverage of many organizations. Of the 10 Round I participants,
five represented government agencies, three represented private
"for profit" com~panies, and two represented ac-lemic institutions.

(b) Solicitation of Responses

The Round I Events List was mailed to all participants. Approxi-
mately five days later,an AUERBACH representative visited each
participant to physically collect the List and to answer any
questions the participant might have. The visit also acted as
a deadline so that the participant could not put off responding
to the Events List.

(c) Analysis of Round I Responses

The collected Round I Events Lists were cut apart so that each
question was on a se~parate piece of paper. Then all the "event
number lls" were clipped together, etc. The number of responses
for each category and subcategory was tallied) and the percen-
tages calculated. If, for example, 9 participants responded to
the USER DESIRABILITY section of a particular event, and of
these, 3 checked "desirable" then the percentage of "desirable"
responses for that event was 33%. Years given in the PROBABLE
TIMITNG section were averaged for each of the three probabilities
of each event. The coimments for each event were read care-
fully and analyzed to uncover event ambiguity, redundancy, and low
probability of occurrences. Results and comments were used as
a guide to the modification of the events for Round II. (See
Section 1.3.3 below).

4L.3.3 Round II

Round II was the second iteration of the two part Expert Panel Review.

The refined events list of Round I was reviewed as follows:

(a) Modification of the Round I Events List

Based on the responses of the Round I participants) three types
of modifications were made in the events: reduction of "abstracts"
(changing "all" to "most," for example); narrowing of scope
(rewriting one event 'as two); and the elimination of six events
which were seen by a majority of Round I participants as both
undesirable and unfeasible.

()Division Into Two Events~ Lists

Round II was to be conducte~d with two separate sets of partici-

pants: a panel of experts in information technology, and a
panel of individuals in influential information science positions.
This division of Round II was designed to achieve a high level
of precision in the Round II responses. Each panel represented
a specific segment of expertise and the events were divided to
eliminate extraneous opinions from panelists in areas outside
their area of expertise. Accordingly, the revised events were
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converted to two lists: Round IA, events concerning information
technologies, and Round IIB, events concerning information
issues. Since a large number of events had implications for

both technology and issues, they were incl uded on both lists.
The Round IIA and IIB Events Lists with the aggregate data
are included as Appendices B and C, respectively.

(c) Selection of Round II Participants

The Round II participants were chosen to represent two areas of
expertise - technology (panel A) and planning and administration
(panel B). Round II structure was weighted to favor the input
from the planners and administrators by selecting 17 members for
panel B versus 10 for panel A (In the analysis the aggregate
data were averaged, thus the 17 panel B responses tended to have
greater influence on the mean).

It was expected that the points of view expressed by the two
homogeneous panels would be divergent when examined separately.
This assumption proved to be valid. The results were blended
to moderate any extreme opinions (especially negative opinions)
since the experience with forecasting studies of this type show
that technological progress is often realized sooner than the
en:perts predict. Thus, we hope these results will accurately
represent the future path of information technology advancement.
This part of the methodcl'ogy was applied only to those events
which had implications in %:echnology as well as in organizational,
economic and service aspects of information science.

Events that were purely related to technology or purely related
to planning alud administration issues were submitted only to
the respective experts in these areas. This was done to avoid
collecting spurious data provided by panelists beyond their area
of expertise. (Appendices A, B, and C indicate the events
submitted to each panel.)

The ten Round IIA participants (technology experts) were selected
from the staff of the AUERBACH Corporation (excluding the DDC
study project team). All are senior personnel with special

expertise in the fields of computers, micrographics, teleprocess-
ing, or information systems design. Panel IIB consisted of 17
individuals in influential information science positions who are
concerned with long range planning and administration. They
represent a cross section of the information commnunity. Three4,
were affiliated with government agencies, seven with for-profit
organizations, and seven with not-for-profit institutions.
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(d) Solicitation of Responses from the Round IIA Participants

The Round IIA Events Lists were distributed in person by
a member of the project team to panelists who previously
had been asked to participate. The purpose, scope and

* .procedures of the task were reviewed at the outset and each
¶ panelist was permitted one week to respond. (The list

required about lý-hours to complete). The events were
collected at the end of the week and panelists were debriefed
on their experience with Round IIA review instrument.

(e) Solicitation Of Responses from the Round IIB Participants

The Round IIE panelists (who had been invited to participate
by telephone with follow-up letters of invitation) received
their copies of the Events Lists at an initial group meeting.
At that meeting, the project 4as reviewed and the purpose
scope and procedures for the review were outlined. There was
no group discussion of the events. The review was estimated

I'' to be approximately a 1ý hour effort. ~Jompleted events lists
were to be returned by mail. All results were received
within two weeks.

(f) Analysi& f Round II Responses

Each panelist's responses were first examined to see if there
were inter-event inferences reflected in the responses -espec-

ially the comment responses. If so, they were notad on each
involved event. Then the events were physically separated
and recombined so that all responses to a given event were
merged. The aggregate data were collected and the totals were
used to calculate the values for each event.. Impurtance was
measured as the percentage of panelists who indicated an event
as "important." "~Desirability" and feasibility ratings (assigned
on a scale of 1 to 10) were averaged for each event. The
"probable timing" dates (i.e., forecasted dates) were averaged,
as well. The data were analyzed within specific areas of interest,
generally categorized under four main areas'- technology,
organizational structures, economics and marketing and services.
They were also analyzed for trends reflected in the comments and
by implication of the relative scores of interrelated events.
Appendix A consists of several tables compiled to aid the analysis
with cross comparisons between and among the events. Appendices
B and C report the aggregate data from Round IIA and Round IIE
respectively.

1.4 RELATIONSHIP OF THE EXPERT PANEL REVIEW TO THE STUDY AS A WHOLE

The Expert Panel Review is but one of four major facets of AUEREACH's

long range planning study for DDC. The other three consist of: a User Survey,
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an Interagency Survey, and an Internal Review of DDC Plans and Operations. The

findings of all four facets of the study will be assessed and evaluated separate-

ly and together as a final report intended to be a DDC planning document

appropriate for the user needs, technological capability and interorganLzation

information structure forecast for the decade 1978 to 1988.

1.5 ORGANIZATION OF THE REPORT

The remainder of this report is divided into the following sections:

* ;ection II: Discussion of Findings

* Section III: Coftclusions and Interpretations

0 Appendix A: Data Tabulation

* Appendix B: Round IIA Aggregate Data with Comments

* Appendix C: Round IIB Aggregate Data with Comnents

"* Appendix D: Questions and Issues Related to the Events

"* Appendix E: Events Classified by Desirability/Feasibility

A
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SECTION II. DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS

This section discusses the data of the Expert Panel Review task. It

consists of:

"* A summary of the Round II results, which is the second
iteration of the two part Expert Panel Review task.

"* A comparison of the results from panel IIA (Technology
experts) and panel IIB (Information system planners and
administrators)

"* A comparison of Round II results with the Round I panel
(information system practitioners and researchers)

For the purposes of this report, the following definitions apply:

A. Panel Composition

1. Round I Panel: 10 individuals with expertise at the sys-
tems level, such as practitioners and researchers with
expertise in various phases or aspects of information
science (eo'g*, program managers of significant information
systems).

2. Round II

a. Panel A: 10 technology experts in the fields of
computers, micrographics, teleprocessing and informa-
tion systems design.
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b. Panel B: 17 individuals in influential information
science positions who are concerned with long range
p lanning and administration.

B. Events List Data Elements

1. Events: -significant future occurrences relevant to the
information coim unity

2. Importance: whether or not the panel regarded an event
as potentially a major occurrence in the information
science field

3. Desirability: a relative assessment of the need for a given
eet within the information community

4. Feasibility: a relative assessment of the practicality of
a given event occuring

5. Probbility: a relative assessment -of wihen an-'event is.
likely to occur

2.1 ROUND II FINDIN4GS

The Round II findings represent the second iteration of the two-part

Expert Panel Review. The data are compiled in detailed tables in Appendices A,

B, and C. The main features of the findings are presented in this section.

Section III discusses the time phased implications of the findings,

which take into account the combined factors of importance, desirability,

feasibility, and probable timing.

Round II data were collected for thirty-eight events repreaenting

four areas:

0 Technology
* Organizational Structures
* Economics and Marketing

0 Services

Each event was considered for importance, desirability, feasibility,

and probable timing. The data for each event were averaged to give a composite

rating that was used for the overall analysis in comparing events against each

other.
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2.1.1

Participants were asked to designate events that they believed to

be "major events." This was done to impart an order of significance to the

various events. Results were tabulated as straight percentages of respondents

who designated an event as "major." Events accorded the highest ratings

(top 20%) were (in order of scores, high to low):

* Interactive access to full text data bases replacing
abstracts and indexes as searching tools

* Researchers have access to data bases of factual verified
data

* Acceptable machine generated indexes

0 Paper will be replaned as the primary ntuneric storage
medium by digital media

0 Paper replaced as numeric dissemination medium by digital

media

0 Accessibility of many data bases through a single terminal

* Standardized citation formats

* Interactive access to citation data bases replacing abstracts
and indexes as searching tools

• Information synthesis and analysis available to all researchers

* Optical character recognition (OCR) able to convert any docu-
ment to machine readable form

* Machine readable storage media competitive with paper

Events accorded the lowest ratings (lowest 20%) were (in order
of scores, high to low):

* Two tiers of information providers will emerge and be clearly
definable: 'wholesalers" and "retailers"

0 Minicomputers coupled with perpherals will generally take over many
functions currently performed by large c6ntralized computers

* Major IS&R systems will permit a choice of output format
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• Input cf information to large IS&R systems (e.g., DDC, NTIS,
NASA, etc.) will be decentralized, with standardized abstract-
ing, indexing and data conversion provided at the local sourceleývel1

* Federal technical information services becoming self-support-
ing

* Dissemination of full text of documents precluding the need for
abstracts as announcement devices

* Automatic monitoring built into retrieval systems

* Paper replaced as document dissemination medium by microform

• Computers designed specifically for bibliographic storage
and retrieval

These results indicate a select set of "important" trends and/or

technological events:

* Scientific bibliographic information systems are following
a trend that will eventually (some undetermined date beyond 1988)
result in a comprehensive, international, cross disciplinary
and integrated data resource that will be accessible to individuals
through single access points

* The highest payoff area for increased scientific and technical
information service is factual data services that are non-
bibliographic

* Information analysis services will be an increasingly important
component of total technical information systems

9 Tho applicotion of electronic devices to the control and manipulation
of information and data is a dominant trend. Thc particular de-
vices themselves are basically of incidental importance. It is
the appli-ations techniques for information handling that facilitate
total biectronic control of technical information processes that
are among the most important matters to be resolved.

2.1.2 Desirability and Feasibility

Respondents were asked to rate the desirability and feasibility for
each event on..a scale of 1 to 10. The aggregrate scores of panel A and panel B
were averaged for each event. Desirability and feasibility averages were used

to group events by class ("most" > 7.5, "moderate" 5-7.5, "least" < 5).

2-4 A
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The results have been tabulated in Appendix E which lists eight groups from

the "Moat Desirable, Moat Feasible" events to the "Least Desirable, Least

WIT Feasible" events. Each group is subdivided by Technology, organizational

Affiliations, Economics and Services. Some events appear on the tables more

than once, as they impact on more than one area.

2.1.3 Probable Timing of Round II Events

Participants were asked to project three dates for each event: a

date of 20% probability of occurrence, a date of 50% probability, and a date of

90% probability. As a relative indicator, the 50% probability averages give a

fairly consistent picture, and as such they are used here as an index of probable

timing. Actual forecast dates are provided in Appendix A.

The events considered likely to occur soonest (by 1985) by the Round II

Panel (Technology Experts) were the following (average 50% probability dates

in parenthes~es):

"* Two tiers of information providers: "wholesalers" and
"fretailers" (1980)

"* Automatic retrieval systems with built-in monitoring

features (1981)

* Standardized citation formats for report literature (1982)

* Standardized abstract formats for report literature (1982)

"* Duplication in acquisition among data bases will be

eliminated (1983)

"* Minicomputers coupled with peripherals will take over
mapy functions (1983)

"* Personal interactive terminals will be available for
less than $500 (1983)

The events judged to take place in the most remote future (beyond

1995) were:

* Paper will be replaced as document storage medium by full
text digital media (1997)

* Access to full' text data bases will replace abstracting and
indexing as searching tools (1997)
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* Standardization will allow data bases to be merged into
a single file (2000+)

* Paper will be replaced as document dissemination medium
by full text digital media (2000+)

The remaining events were all judged to have a 50. possibility

of occurring between the mid 1980's and the 1990's..

Actual estimated dates for events are shown in Appendix A and

Appendix B together with the completed results of the "A"l Event List and

the "B" Event List.

2.2 COMPARISON BETIWEEN ROUND IIA AND ROUND IIB

Of the 38 events considered in Round 11, 20 events (representing

hi 26 possibilities) were submitted to both the "A" panel (information technology
1

experts) and the "B" panel (planners and administrators). Seven events

appear on ly on the "A"l list and eleven appeared only on the "B" list.

Appendix A indicates the events submitted to each group.

2.2.1 Importance

The Round IIB panel (administrators and planners) tended to ascribe

"importance" to more events than the Round IIA panel (technologists). Specifically,

of the 26 events, analyzed for both lists, 16 rated higher in importance in

Round IIE than in Round IIA, eight rated higher in Round IIA and two were rated

equal in importance in both groups. 4

These data are not sarprising. It was anticipated that the "importance"

of the eventst would be assessed in terms of the benefits that would be inferred

from their coming to be. Of the two panels in Round II, the planners and

administrators of large information systems (the Round IIE panel) are apt to be

more comfortable with anticipating the potential benefit. of new technological

developments. Therefore, they saw more events as "important."

1Two of the events common to both lists had four parts each. For purposes4
of analysis, the parts were treated as separate events, bringing the number
of common events to 26.
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The technology itself appears to lack importance in the judgement

of the Round 11 panels without the inference of useful applications.

Despite the fact th~at the importance ratings of the B panel were

higher than the A panel, both groups ascribed a fairly consistent ordinal

ranking to the events, which produced the composite results discussed in

Section 2.1.1.

Events on which the importance assessments of the two panels con-

trasted strikingly were few.

Only one event was highlighted by the Round IIA panel alone:

* Paper replaced as a document dissemination medium by microform

Events highlighted by the Round IIB panel alone included:

0 4'achine readable storage media competitive with paper

* Machine readable files transferred electronically, competitive

with po~stal service

* Majority of remote retrieval done via dial-up lines

0 Facsimile transmission competitive with postal service in
cost

2.2.2 Desirability

Opinions varied widely among all participants of both groups as to

the desirability of individual events. However, a similar pattern was exhibited

as that seen for the "importance" designation. Of 26 events analyzed, 15 rated

higher in desirabiliL.y in Round IIB than in Round IIA, seven rated higher in

desirability in Round hIA than in Round IIB, and four were judged about equal.

The events considered more desirable in panel A than by panel B

were:

0 Paper replaced as numeric dissemination medium by microform

0 Paper replaced as document dissemination medium by microform
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0 Use of commercially available software replacing all original
software development

7.The events seen as conuiderably more desirable by panel B than.

by panel A were:

0 Numeric data processing will equal bibliographic data

J processing

* Many data bases accessible through a single on-line terminal

* Automatic retrieval systems with built-in monitoring features

a Personal interactive terminals as common as 4utomatic typewriters

2.2.3 Feasibility

In feasibility, panel B again tended to rank events higher than panel B.

Of the twenty six events, thirteen were rated higher in feasibility by panel B

than the panel A, eight were rated higher in feasibility in the panel A than

panel B, and five were rated about equal in feasibility by both groups.

Events seen as considerably more feasible by Group A than by Group B

were:

0 Mnchine readable storage media for text competitive wc.th

microfilm

* Machine generaced index data virtually eliminating manual

indexing

* commercially available software virtually replacing original

software development

* Standardized user protocols adopted by all technical

information services

* Conversational and tutorial on-line capabilities will make

intermediaries unnecessary

Events seen as considerably more feasible by panel B than panel A

were:

0 Machine readable records electronically transferred between

locations at low cost

a Personal interactive terminals common

0 Paper virtually replaced as document dissemination medium by

microformA
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a Information systems allowing user to specify output
format

0 Researchers having access to data bases of validated numeric

2.2.4 Probable-Timing

The Round IIA panel and the Round IIB panel were relatively consistent

in their forecasts of timing. The average forecast ranges of each panel, for

each event, tended to overlap with the average data points for 20% probability,

50% probability and 90%. probability falling within 5 years of each other. The

Round IIE panel (planners and administrators) tended to be somewhat more

optimistic than the Round IIA panel (technology experts). Ten of the 26 compar-

able events were forecast to occur sooner by panel B. Only four events were

forecast to have a more proximate probability of occurance by panel A than by

panel B. Twelve were forecast approximately even by both groups.

Notable differences (more than 10 years) in the 50%. probability

forecasts of the two panels are these:

* Events judged to be more proximate by panel A were:

- Machine readable storage competitive with paper
(panel A - 1985; panel B - 1996)

- Standardization allowing data bases to be merged into
a single file by user organizations (panel A - 1993; panel
B - 2080) -

* Events judged to be more proximate by panel B were:

- Personal interactive terminals common (panel A~ 2002;
panel B - 1985)

- Paper replaced as a document dissemination medium by
microform (panel A - 1996, panel B - 1984)

- Researchers having access to data bases of validated
numeric data (panel A - 2003; panel B - 1989)

2.*3 COMPARISON BETWEEN ROUND I AND ROUND II

Since many events were rewritten following Round I, and some were

eliminated, exact comparisons of results between Round I and Round II are not
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possible. However, a rough comparison could be made between similar events.

The "importance" parameter was not measured in Round I, thus comparison was

made in terms of desirability, feasibility, and probable timing.

¶ 2.3.1 Desirabi~lity and Feasibility

Of the thirty-six separate events were similar enough between Round I and

II to be compared, 12 were judged equally desirable and feasible by Round I

and 11, 18 were judged generally more desirable and feasible by Round I than

Round II, and six were judged more generally desirable and feasible by Round

II than Round 1. However, the divergence was not extreme except in the cases

of the following ev~ents:

* User organizations able to merge data bases into a single file

0 Researchers having option of data analyses services through
an information analysis center

Both events were judged most desirable and feasible by Round I,

but only moderately desirable and least feasible by Round II.

2.3.2 Probable Timing

In estimates of probably timing, Round I and Round II panels were in

high agreement. For 26 of the 36 comparable events the 50%. probability forecast

of RounLd I and Round II were within 5 years of each other. Of the 10 events

where the results differed by more than 5 years, 6 were judged to be more

proimteby Round II. However, the different estimates were considered sig-

nificant (more than 10 years) for only four events:

"* User organizations able to merge data bases into a single file
(Round I: 1983; Round II - 2000+)

"* Researchers having option of data analysis services through
an information analysis center
(Round 1: 2000+; Round 11: 1991)

"* Processing of numeric data equalling bibliographic data
(Round I: 2000+; Round 11: 1984)

"* Researchers having access to data bases of verified numeric
data
(Round 1; 1996; Round 11: 1986)
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SECTION III. CONCLUSIONS AND INTERPRETATIONS

The Expert Panel Review Task was prestructured to highlight gaps in

information services and products resulting from inadequacies and unresolved

problems in information technology, organizational structures and economic and

marketing factors. This section sunmarizes the probable effects that the fore-

casted state-of-the-art will have on major information processing operations and

plans. Specific DDC implications are pointed out as appropriate.

The interrelationships among events are presented first as a summary by

area - technology, organizational structures, economics and marketingand services;

and second, as time-phased goals implied by supporting events.

These conclusions and goals are structured to provide a graphic

representation of realistic expe-tations of technological advances that will

serve to guide DDC's time phased planning to achieve new and expanded user

services in the decade 1978 to 1988 (and beyond). Three time phases are referred

to in the text: short range - before 1985, mid range - 1985 to 1995, long

range - beyond 1995.

To sum up the results of the Expert Panel Review Task succinctly, the

gaps in information services and products are not in hardware technology but in

the application of technology to user. needs. For example, non-bibliographic,

fact retrieval services are identified as an important service gap. The forecast
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indicates that advances in input techniques, communications (in the broadest sense) and

standardized (or common) procedures that reduce needless dup* .ion and errors

of logic or syntax will contribute to improving information services. However,

advances are not likely to be dramatic.

3.1 TECHNOLOGY

3.1.1 Computer Hardware

Large scale, general purpose computers will continue to be utilized

for bibliographic as well as other types of storage and retrieval in the next4

decade. It appears quite unlikely as well as basically unnecessary, that computer

systems will be designed specifically for bibliographic applications.

Patterns are evident that indicate complete electronic control over

1.1information processing operations is desirable. The feasibility of complete con-

trol is questionedbut partial control over sub-functions is increasingly going

to involve automation. The probability that technological growth will be

piecemeal implies that systems will soon enter a development phase favoring

decentralization and distributed processing.

Already emerging are new applications in peripherals which may be

especially adapted for bibliographic and full text processing, notably optical

character recognition input devices (OCR) and word processing equipment. Word

processing is seen as a development particularly worth watching, since the product

is then put into machine readable form at its source. OCR, by contrast, is an
after-the-fact procedure of converting text to machine-readable forms. It is

unlikely, however, that either process will be really widespread before the late
1980'., due to human engineering problems, incompatible equipment produced by

different manufacturers, lack of standardization, urwillingness of potential

buyers to commit funds, and general unsureness of how exactly to use such

equipment most effectively were it to be acquired. Automatic text input devices

are seen as potentially desirable and only slightly ahead of the current state-

of-the-art *

Another potential and quite controversial development in peripherals

is the inexpensive "personal" interactive computer terminal. many experts see

this as unnecessary and a burden on any researcher who must so cope without an

intermediary to do his information searches for him. Other information pro-
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fessionals foresee favorable effects including possibilities for teleconferencing.

AF Whether or not the "Personal" terminal becomes a reality, however, interactive

terminals will proliferate and be more available to all researchers in the next

decade. Interactive terminals and other types of peripherals may also be coupled

with minicomputers (and eventually, micro computers) for applications such as

data manipulation, intermediate data processing, and local data control.

A number of new computer memory technologies are being developed

(holographic, "bubble," etc.) but are unlikely to affect standard data processing

techniques for quite some time. Associative memories, however, (a very fast

parallel-processing type of memory) are likely to be of some auxiliary use in

information processing by the early 1990's. These memories, too expensive to

¶consider for bulk storage, have a useful potential as hardware support for software

"1macro" instructions-and for index table processing in information'retrieval pro-

cedures.

3.1.2 Computer Software

In software, machin~e independence is seen as a useful trend. However,

it is regarded as a mid-range achievement, delayed into the 1990's by inherent

inefficiencies of machine independent software.

Purchasing software packages is seen as a desirable alternative to

de novo programmning. Packages with monitoring and tutorial features for on-line A

interactive systems can be available in the short range. The development of i

useful, commercial packages is regarded as feasible if DDC or similar influential

agencies could define the requirements in their area and thus offer an incentive

to potential vendors to develop such packages. The importance of on-line

tutorial assistance is linked to the growth of personal interactive search ser-

vices.*

3.1.3 Communications

Total electronic point-to-point communication is seen as highly desirable.

For example, the highest ranked event in importance was "interactive access to full

text data bases replacing abstracts and indexes as searching tools." Supporting
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events leading Loward that all encompassing, long-range event: show a set of short

and mid range achievements including widespread availability of personal terminals,

dial-up communication systems, electronic file transfer at reasonable cost

and facsimile transmission of supporting material. In all cases, microform communica-

tion and paper were seen as limited use,interim communication media. It is

probable that in the long-range, microforms will be virtually replaced by digital

media with paper fulfilling a basic function unsuited to any mdedium other than

paper. (For example, work in progress records)

3.1.4 Information Storage and Dissemination Media

Microform will be the prime storage medium for large bibliographic

files for at least the next decade. Beginning in the 1980's, machine readable

* digital storage will begin to be competitive on a cost basis with paper and

microform. Gradually, digital, machine readable file storage will replace present

day file techniques. The probable sequence will be numeric data tiles first, then

bibliographic surrogate files (indexes before abstracts) and ultimately full

text files. Hov(.ver, the opinion of the members of the panel is that

no media will ever completely replace or be more acceptable than paper. Therefore,

DDC should al-ways consider ways that permit individuals to select or regenerate

paper copy from bibliographic system output files.

3.*2 ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURES AND AFFILIATIONS

The Expert Panel Review task emphasized technology and services. Thus,

only two organizational issues were siubmitted to panel reviews - standardization,

and whether DDC should be acting as a "wholesaler" of information or a "retailer"

(dealing directly with users).

Standardization events are regarded among the most important. Standardiza-

tion is regarded as most desirable and feasible with standardization of citation

data somewhat more feasible than standardization of abstracts. However, there is

a counter-influence indicated in several events that indicate a preference for

independent operations. For example,. standardized vocabularies and merged data

bases are regarded as relatively unimportant and only moderately desirable.
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Consequently, standardization should not be viewed as part of a move toward

coalescence and some form of a consolidated national system but rather as a

matter of common interest to facilitate interagency communication and informa-

tion exchange.

Similarly, information processing organizations acting exclusively as

"wholesalers" or "retailers" is an unlikely and undesirable event. Technological

and applications gaps will prevent adequate direct service to users being pro-

vided exclusively from remote, central information resources. Thus, for the

foreseeable future, large processors, such as DDC, must function with a structure

that permits and encourages smaller or.more specialized information agencies

to deal directly with users even if the central agency elects co. provide-some

"*retail" services directly to users.

Frequent and intensified cooperative efforts are forecast as desirable

and feasible, particularly among agencies with complementary capabilities. For

example, DDC's cooperative efforts with NASA and its plans to utilize the

ARPANET to broaden its service range were cited as favorable developments.

On the questions involving interaction of data bases, the character

of "independence with cooperation" was seen. Feasible events point toward

developing algorithms and methodologies for translating between different data

formats, thus ensuring a workable measure of compatibility without rigid inter-

agency standardization.

3.3 ECONOMICS

3.3.1 Costs K

Cost factors are not inherent barriers to advancing information tech- Z.

nology. Notably, no event directed at cost issues was rated among the top 20%

in importance regardless of the level of desirability and/or feasibility.

Naturally, downward cost trends were regarded as desirable. In fact, downward

costs are forecasted because of increased production and more widespread use of

digital technologies which will result in lower costs per unit for hardware and

software (in terms of current dollars). Communications costs will also drop,

although not indefinitely.
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Beyond the data of the Expert Panel Review, conjecture suggests

that lower costs and more efficient hardware are insufficient and possibly

Inappropriate objectives as such for the information community. Despite success

after success in hardware, and to a lesser extent software (much of which is

a direct result of Government underwriting of development costs), the essential

problems of intellectual information transfer are identified as the "important"

gaps in information technology. System design problems involving machine-machine

interface, man-machine interface and interorganizational interaction are consistently

highlighted in the Expert Panel Review rounds.

From past experience, represented in the opinions of the panel members,

quantum improvements in information processing technology will not result from

more automation alone. More sophisticated, total, and human-sensitive design

concepts are required than have been employed to~ date.

Given these conjectural circumstances, priorities for R & D funding

ought to emphasize projects directed toward more effective utilization of

state-of-the-art technology over developing new capabilities of hardware and

software. Particularly, funding should be directed toward research, design

and testing of new and more effective interactive technologies involving

machine-machine interface, man-machine interface and organization-organization

interface.

3.3.2 Source of Funding for Information Services

That federal technical information services become self-supporting

is regarded as undesirable and unfeasible. Both R 6& D funding and operating

costs are likely to require at least partial subsidy. The perception of a

relationship between information services and accrued benefits is at best

tenuous. Thus, efforts to achieve total cost recovery are likely to retard

experimentation with new concepts and services at a time when such experimenta-

tion is seen as essential to real progress in information processing technology.

3.4 SERVICES

Events directed toward idenzifying conceptual gaps in the nature of

information services received the highest ratings in importance (first and

second). However, it is disappointinig (as well as enlightening) that the panels
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were very pessimistic about the prospects for bridging the gaps before 1995.

Three conclusions stand out:

* Access to complete information is needed (surrogates are only
useful intermediate tools)

. Services have to be interactive

0 Researchers need access to factual, verified data

3.4.1 Accessibility to Information Resources

Panelists in each of the Rounds stressed the need for users to have

access to comprehensive information. It is desirable and feasible that the logi-

cal strategy to accessing comprehensive information stores appear direct and

"simple" to the user. While many events imply that in the long range, total

electronic control and manipulation of information processes will, provide the

means for accomplishing widespread comprehensive accessibility, it is forecast

that to maintain the appearance of simplicity, human intermediaries will be most

desirable for the short and mid range periods. The human intermediary is seen

as essential . He may be an information specialist or an R & D user sophisticated

in information Processes who will be able to translate man-machine cormmunication

and act as a logical connecting node in an accessible, but complicated technical

information commtunity which will persist into the 1990's.

The ability to address the complete technical information record

(i.e., all possible technical information files) was regarded as only one

aspect of ensuring accessibility to information resources. Equally important

is the ability to pursue an interactive search strategy. Broad accessibility

is implied by comprehensive addressibility. Precise accessibility is provided

by iteration. Thus, an interactive type of information system is the most

preferred mode of operation. Interaction can exist at several levels. It

usually is taken to refer to the ability of a terminal user to address and .

define succeeding subsets of a master file in a dialog type of interaction.

More sophisticated interaction can involve machine-to-machine interaction and

inter-file interaction (e.g., use of multiple files accessed in a number of

independent locations) on an ad hoc basis.
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In the long term, both broad and deep accessibility should be pro-

vided in order to provide the full scope of services required by technical

information users.

3.4.2 Fact Services

The most conspicuous gap in information services, according to the

Expert Panel Review, is fact information. Fact information includes numeric

values and also pieces of discrete data capable of satisfying inquiries without

further reference. The technology is estimated to be capable of supporting

such a service and it is rated most desirable and extremely important. Yet,

the probable timing places this as a mid to long range event.

This event must be regarded as a high-payoff area for DDC to pursue.

There appears to be no explanation for the lack of progress in fact services

other than neglect on the part of the information planners and designers.

3.4.3 Information Analysis

Information analysis, like fact retrieval, is an extension of information

services that goes beyond citations and document retrieval. This, too, is an

event that was regarded by the panels to be "important". However, it is interest-

ing that it was considered to be only "moderately desirable" and "least feasible"

as a service for "all researchers." It appears that information analysis is a

service to be offered judiciously.

Alternative interpretations inferred from these results suggest two

DDC options. DDC can build on its present referralservice and become a centralized

referral center for information analysis. This option requires that DDC be

able to provide expert consultation on the various capabilities of information

analysis centers. Computerized listings of selected names of centers meeting

search paramete-' is not sufficient. Users need interactive dialog to be

able to assess the appropriateness of various information centers for their

needs of a given moment.

A second alternative is for DDC to sponsor or establish and maintain

an information analysis center covering subjects of general interest or multi-

disciplinary fields not adequately provided for by the specialized information

analysis centers currently sponsored by DoD.

A
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3.5 TIME-PHASED GOALS AND SUPPORTING EVENTS

A key objective of the Expert Panel Review was to develop a time

phased structure to the forecasted technological advancement of information

processing. This section takes the findings and conclusions previously dis-

cussed and adds a sense of prioritization.

The two parts of this section present the events of the Expert Panel

Review in terms of prioritization by relative importance and prioritization by

time phased goals.

3.5.1 Prioritization by Order of Importance

The Expert Panel Review task resulted in a well distributed order of

importance to the events submitted for review. Figure 3-1 illustrates the

distribution of events according to the "importance" rating ascribed by the

Round II pe-e 15 events were judged "important'by 60% of the panel, 9 events

by 707. of thL .nel and one event each by 80% and 907. of the panel, respectively.

15

r . 1 0 . .

0 5.

o ". .. X

20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

Percentile Indicated "Important"

Figure 3-1. Distribution of Events by Importance

Eleven events in the 70 to 90 percentile made up the top 20% of

events by importance. They also represented the down slope on the distribution

curve (i.e., the above average "important" events). Thus, these II events,

shown in Figure 3-2,were chosen as a select set, which were interpreted to be
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the appropriate events to govern the direction of information technology that

would be most likely to result in quantum improvements in information processing

j technology.

The events are evenly distributed between technology and services with

standardization achievement acting as a sort of bridge. Achievements of cost

related events are notably lacking in the list of "important" events.

3.5.2 Time-Phased Goals and Supporting Eventa

Using the most important events (top 20%). four principal time phased

goals are recormmended that should characterize DDC's long range planning,

* Achieve complete electronic control over information processes

*i Provide a comprehensive international cross disciplinary and
integrated data resource that will be accessible to individuals
through single access points

0 Provide non-bibliographic services

* Provide information analysis services

These goals and their supporting events are shown in Figure 3-3.

The order shown is by probable timing. As can be seen in the graphic representa-

tion, there is a wide range forecasted for some events. But the 50% probable

timing estimated is used as a guide to planning.

As with all forecasts and most goals, unforeseen developments can
alter the predicted cour~se of events. However, until such time, the outline
depicted in Figure 3-3 represents the most reasonable forecast of the course

that information processing technology will take through the next several

decades.
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TABLE A-i . TECIINOLO(;Y

IvENT v A B4 Importance Timing

Most Desirable and Most Feasible-

1. Most technical information 6 5 59% 1983
retrieval by dial-up communica- 1986 Mtion lines 1990

2. Facsimile transmission competi- 13 10 50% 1981
tive with postal service in cost 1987 M

1995

3. Paper will be replaced as prim- 17c 14c 77% 1981
ary numeric storage medium by, 1988 M
digital media 1995

ment to machine readable form 1989 M

4.ORal t.ovr nydc- 1 | 0.18
, ~2050 •

5. Word processing equipment making 20 1 19 68% 1981
available machine readable full 1985 Mtex 1994

Most Desirable and Moderately
Feasible

6. Machine readable storage media 2 : 3 70% 1982
competitive with paper 1990 M

* 2071

7. Files electronically transferred' 7 6 68% 1982
between different locations at 1989 H
low cost 1996

8. Commercial software packages 21 : 20 46% 1983

replacing most or.ginal soft- 1987 M
ware development 1994

9. Most packaged software machine 22 NA 66% 1983
independent 1990 M

2008

Moderately Desirable and Most
Feasible

10. Machine readable storage com- 3 4 66. 1982
petitive with microfilm 1991 M

1 2003

S * < 1985

M.= 1985-1995

Lh" > 1995
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TABLE A-1. TECHNOLOGY (Continued)

EVENt% _____' ____ Importance Timing

11. Peripherals with minis will. 8 s'NA 40% 1979
take over many automated func- .1983 S
tions 1987

12. Interactive computer terminaLs 10 8 60% 1980
available for $500. 1983 S

1986

13. High quality, low cost micro- 12 55% 1979
film reader-printer avail- 18
able 1988

14. Paper replaced as document 14a .lla 44% 1980
storage medium by microforms 1988 H

1994

15. Automatic mcnitoring built in- 16 :13 34% 1976
to retrieval systems 1981 S

1984

16. Paper replaced as numeric 17d :14d 74% 1984
dissemination medium by 1994 M
digital media 2003

Least Desirable and Most Feasible

17. Paper virtually replaced as a 176 *1.46 46% 1982
numeric dissemination medium 1988 M

by microform 1994

Moderately Desirable And4
Moderately Feasible

18. Associative memories commnonly 5 'NA 55% 1982 4
used for machine-aided fact 1992 H
retrieval I2000+

19. "Personal" interactive tercmin- 11 9 67% 1983
als very common 1993 H

2013

20. Paper replaced as document 14c tc44% 1985
storage medium by full text *1997 L
digital media 2014



TABLE A-I. TECHNOLOGY (Continued)

E.\. .. , . A#i _ B# Importance Timing

21. Acceptable machine generated 18 a 18 78% 1980
index data * 1986 M

I, 1998

22. Tutorial features of on-line 24 : 22 58% 1981
systems making intermediaries , 1988 M
unnecessary 1996

Moderately Desirable and

Least Feasible ,

23. Associative memories will be 4 NA 44% 1984
commonly used in machine 5 1995 M
aides retrieval 2000+

Least Desirable and a .4
Moderately Feasible

I 4

24. Paper replaced as document 14b : llb 341 1981
dissemination medium by micro- 1990 M
form 1998

25. Paper replaced as numeric 1981
storage medium by microform 17a : 14b 46% 1988 M

1992

Least Desirable and Least Feasible

26. Computers designed specificall3 1 NA 20% 1980
for bibliographic storage and 1984 L
retrieval' 1988

27. Paper replaced as document dis- 14d :Illd 65% 1989
senination medium by full text 2003 L
digital media 2028

!' I
| .,

I i
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TABLE A-2. ORGANIZATIONAL AFtVILIATION

LEVENT .Al' , Importance Tinting

Most Desirable and Most Feasible

28. .Standardized citation formats , 16 71% 1979
1982 S
1986

29. Standardized abstracts formats , 17 64% 1980
1982 S
1986

Most Desirable and Moderately
Feasible A

30. Standardized user protocols 23 : 21 68% 1983
for on-line retrieval system 1989 M

a 2000+

Moderately Desirable and Most !1
Feasible

31. Two levels of information ' 27 43% 1977
providers - wholesalers/ 1980 S
retailers' 1985

Moderately Desirable and
Moderatell Feasible

32. Unnecessary data base duplica- : 1 64% 1979
tion eliminated 1983 S

1993

Moderately Desirable and
Least Feasible

33. Standardization allowing user 9 7 61% 1987
organizations to merge data 2000+ L
bases into a single file a 2000+

Least Desirable and I
Moderat~ely Fe~sible ,.

!' i
34. Decentralized input processing , 2 36% 1981

for large IS&R systems 1988 M
,, 2000 I

s - < 1985

H - 1985-1995

L - > 1995

'IT. . .



TABLE A-2. ORGANIZATIONAL AFFILIATIONS (Continued)

•,.A. IV, ' Inportarce Timuing

Least Desirable and Least Feasible

'35. One interdisciplinary subject 15 57% 1983
vocabulary, 1993 M

!, 2000

iI

I .4

I ___________________ ___________________________ _____________________________________



TABLE A-3. ECONOMICS AND MARKETING

EVENT IN' __Al.-' is# Importance Timing

Most Desirable and Most Feasible

36. Facsimilc transmission com- 13 10 60% 1981
petitive with postal service 1987 M
in cost 1995

Moderately Desirable and
Most Feasible -

37. Interactive computer terminals 10 8 60% 1980
available for less than $500 1983 S

1986

38. High quality, low cost micro- 12 55% 1979
film reader-printer available 1984 M

1988

Least Desirable and Least Feasible

39. Federal technical information 31 36% 1982
services to become self-sup- 1987 M
porting 1992

S . < 1985

M - 1985-1995

L - > 1995
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TABLE A-4. SERVICES

, A!-" __ BO Importance Timin$g

Most Desirable and Most Feasible

40. Accessibility of many data 15 12 73% 1980
bases through a single 1986 M
terminal 1994

Most Desirable and Moderately
Feasible

41. Major IS&R systems allowing 25 26 38% 1982
choice of output 1988 M

1997

42. Researchers have access to 27 30 81% 1990
data bases of factual, veri- 2000 L
fied data 2000+

Moderately Desirable and Most
Feasible

43. Interactive access to citatior 23 71% 1980
data bases replacing abstractE 1986 M
and indexes as searching toolE 1993

Moderately Desirable and
Moderately Feasible

44. Personal interactive terminals
very common I1 9 67% 1983

1993 M
2013

45. Tutorial features of on-line 24 22 58% 1981
systems making intermediaries 1988 M
unnecessary 1996

46. Interactive access to full 24 94% 1986
text data bases replacing 1997 L
abstracts and indexes as 2013
searching tools

Moderately Desirable and Least
Feasible

47. Information synthesis and 28 71% 1984
analysis available to all 1991 M
researchers 2003

S - < 1985

M - 1985-1995'

L - > 1995



TABLE A-4. SERVICES (Continued)

EVE ...... AI m Bp Iortance Timing

Least Desirable and Moderately
Feasible

48. Processing of numeric data 26 29 44% 1980
at least equal to.the pro- 1985 M
cessing of bibliograpbic , 1989
information

Least Desirable and Least Feasible

49. Dissemination of full text 25a 36% 1986
of documents precluding need, 1993 M
for abstracts as announce- 2004

ment devices

50. Dissemination of full text : 25b 50% 1985
of documents precluding need 1991 M
for abstracts as retrieval S 1998
devices

_____________________________________________ ___________________ _________________ I __________________

I______________________________ ________________________________
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TABLE A-6. DISTRIBUTION OF EVENTS-BY ORDER OF IMPORTANCE

Percentile Number, of Events

90 1

80 1

70 9

60 15

50 8 
-

40 9

30 6

201
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I. TECHI4OLDGY

Question: Can DDC obtain a computer system which is specially
designed for IS&R?

Event: Computers designed specially for bibliographic storage
and retrieval applications will be available.

Question: Will the digital storage medium become competitive with
paper and microforms?

Event: Machine-readable storage media will be competitive from

cost, capacity, and access time standpoints, with:

Fl (a) paper

(b) microform

Question: Can associative me~mories be used for machine-aided
information analysis and/or retrieval?

Event: Associative memories will be commonly available forA use in machine-aided

(a) retrieval
(b) information analysis

Question: Is DDC's decision to pursue dial-up access to unclassi-
fied information sound?

Event: 85% of remote technical information ret~rieval will be
accomplished via dial-up (public switched) communica-
tions lines. The remainder will be accomplished through
dedicated lines.

Question: Can entire data files be electronically transferred4
between DDC, NTIS, IAC's, users, etc?

Event: Files, (of the size equivalent to a reel of magnetic
tape) will be electronically transferred directly
from one data base to another at a transmission cost
which is competitive with mailing a reel of tape,

Question: Will the trend be away from large, centralized pro-
cessing systems and toward distributed processing
with minicomputers?

Event: Processing in large scientific information systems
will be performed by a network of decentralized mini-
computers rather than by large, centralized computers.

~ -~ -- -- - -



Question: Will computers be able to support a sufficient
number of terminals to provide a CRT to each user
who wants one?

Event: Increased computer capacities and reduced processing
costs will allow each R&D professional to have his
own on-line interactive terminal.

Question: What factors will influence the acceptability of
microforms?

Event: A high-quality, low cost (i.e., under $100) microfilm
reader-printer will be commercially available.

Event: Microforms will become equal to paper in acceptability
by information users.

p Question: What are the alternatives to the postal service for docu-
ment delivery?

Event: Facsimile transmission will be competitive with postal
service for full text document delivery in terms of
cost and speed.

Question: Will paper cease to be the primary document storage
and dissemination medium?

Event: Paper will be replaced as the primary document dis-
semination and storage medium by:

(a) Microforms
(b) Full text digital media
(c) Sound recordings
(d) Other (specify)

Question: How can DDC get user feedback without reinitiating user
surveys every year?

Event: Automatic retrieval systems will have built in monitor-
ing features, thus providing instant analysis of system

use and user needs.

Question: Will paper cease to be the primary document storage
and dissemination medium for numeric data?

Event: Paper will be replaced as the primary numeric data
storage and dissemination medium by:

(a) Microforms
(b) Digital media
(c) Sound Recordings
(d) Other (specify)

A
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Question: Should DOC continue to support machine-aided indexing
activities?

Event: For scientific and technical report literature, theI generation of acceptable index date from machine
readable text will virtually eliminate the need for
manual indexing.

Question: Can DDC eliminate duplicate input keyboarding?

Event: Optical character recognition devices will readily
convert any document to machine-readable form, regard-
less of format or type font.

Event: Increased use of word processing equipment will make
machine readable versions of full text documents
readily available.

Question: Can DDC minimize original software development?

Event: Use of commercially available software packages for
document storage and retrieval applications will
virtually replace original software development.

Question: Can DDC approach a reasonable degree of computer
manufacturer independence?

Event: All packaged software will be machine independent.

Question: Can the Defense on-line Retrieval System provide full

conversational capability?

Event: Conversational and tutorial on-line retrieval systems
will evolve to the point where human intermediaries
between the system and the requester become unnecessary.

II.ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURES AND AFFILIATIONS

Question: Can DDC minimize overlap and duplication between its
data base and others?

Event: Duplication among major bibliographic data bases will
be virtually eliminated through interorganizational
agreements.

Question: Is the distributed input processing concept preferrable
to central input and processing at DDC?

Event: Input of information to large IS&R systems (e.g., DDC,
NTIS, NASA, etc.) will be decentralized, with abstract-
ing, indexing, and data conversion provided at the
local source level.



Question: Will it be possible to merge DDC and other relevant
data bases?

Event: It will be possible for a user organization to readily
merge available scientific and technical bibliographic
data bases into a single file.

Question: Should DDC adopt a more centralized approach?

Event: Through ready access to a central information storage
and dissemination facilities, users can bypass local
information or library facilities and these can be
eliminated.

Question: What should be the relationship between DDC and its
peers?

Event: Machine-readable R&D data bases will be electronically
linked so that a user of any one of these data bases
can, with proper authorization, directly access any
other data base through an on-line terminal.

Question: is a universally-adopted indexing vocabulary feasible?

Event: A single standard, interdisciplinary subject indexing
vocabulary adopted for use by all the major science
information services.

Que.jtion: Is a common, standardized citation format feasible for
all technical literature, thus allowing free exchange
of document surrogates among information-handling
agencies?

Event: Common, standardized citation formats for all technical
report literature will be adopted by all scientific and
technical information services.

Question: Is a common, standazrdized abstract format feasible for
all technical literature thus allowing free exchange
of document surrogates among information handling
agencies',

Event: Commnon, standardized abstract formats for all technical
report literature will be adopted by all scientific and
technical information services.

Question: Will DDC have to arapt a standardized protocol for DRC1LS?

Event: Standardized user protocols for on-line interactive
retrieval systems will be adopted by all tecrinical
information services.



Question: Will Federal STINFO services be consolidated under one
or more umbrella organizations, causing DDC to be
merged with others?

Event: Virtually all Federal technical information services
will be merged into a central organization.

Question: What is the trade-off between DDC performing Information
processing with government personnel and delegating
these activities to contractor staff?

Event: Federal agencies will employ contractor staff to perform
virtually all of their information processing activitiei3.

III. ECONOMICS AND MARKETING

Question: At what cost will DDC be able to supply each potential
user with an economical interactive terminal?

Event: Each R&D professional will be able to purchase an
interactive computer terminal for less than $500.

Question: To what extent will DDC need to become self supporting?

Event: Federal technical information processing and dissemina-

tion activities will become virtually self-supporting.

IV. SCOPE OF SERVICES

Question: Can DDC and/or its users electronically tap into other
relevant data bases?

Event: Using a single terminal, each R&D professional will be
able to query any bibliographic or numeric data base
of his choice.

Question: Should DDC continue to publish Its abstract journal '
(TAB) in paper form?

Event: In an R&D environment, interactive on-line access to
bibliographic data bases will virtually (i.e. , 90%.+)
replace the traditional abstracting and indexing
journal in paper form as literature searching tools.

Question: Will cheap and rapid document dissemination techniques
preclude the need for dissemination of abstracts?

Event: Low cost, rapid dissemination of full text of documents
will preclude the need for abstracts as document announce-
ment and retrieval devices.

"R~9OACH



Question: Should DDC direct its efforts toward subscription and
away from demand services?

Event: Automatic delivery (as opposed to delivery upon demand)

of information products such as documents and citations
will become the rule; request services will become the

Question: How far should DDC go in providing tailored services
to its users?

Event: All major R&D informatio'n systems will permit the user
to specify his own output format, with virtually no
limitations on data order or structure.

Question: Should DDC be wholesaling services to local libraries
retailing services to individual-users, or both?

Event: Two tiers of information providers will emerge and be
clearly definable: those large information Services
which wholesale their products to local libraries and
service centers; and local activities' which "retail"
their products directly to end users.

Question: Is the IAC concept viable?

Event: All R&D personnel will have the option of requesting
detailed analysis and synthesis of the literature of
their discipline through an established service, such
as an information analysis center. -

Question: Will numeric data collection, storage and retrieval
become a major DDC sirvice?

Event: In the R&D environment, the collection, storage, and
retrieval of numeric data will at least equal, if not
surpass, in volume and importance, the processing of
bibliographic information.

Question: Should DDC provide highly select data bases of verified
and reproducible research results?

Event: R&D scientists will have access to disc'pline oriented
data bases of highly select, certified and validated
numerical data as opposed to bibliographic references
to reported results and data bases of unverified data.
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APPENDIX E. EVENTS CLASSIFIED BY DESIRABILITY/FEASIBILITY
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TABLE E-1. MOST DESIRAME A&MO,

EVENT

A. TECHNOLOGY

* Most technical information retrieval will be accomplished by
dial-up commuhications lines

r0

0 Facsimile transmission will be competitive with postal service
in cost

* Paper will be replaced as'primary numeric storage medium by
digital media

* OCR will be able to convert any document to machine-readable
form

* Word processing equipment making available machine-readable
full text

B. ORGANIZATIONAL AFFILIATIONS

* Standardized citation formats

0 Standardized abstract formats

C. ECONOMICS

* Facsimile transmissior competitive with postal service in
cost

D. SERVICES

0 Many data bases accessible through a single terminal
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TABLE E-2. MOST DESIRABLE AND MODERATELY
FEASIBLE EVENTS

EVENT

A. TECHNOLOGY

* Machine readable storage media competitive with
paper

* Files electronically transferred between different locations
at low cost

* Commercial software packages replacing most original
software developmenL

0 Most packaged software machine independent

B. ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURES AND AFFILITATIONS

* Standardized user protocols for on-line retrieval systems

C. SERVICES

"* Major IS&R systems allowing choice of output

"* Researchers have access to data bases of ",actual"
verified numeric data

*1"
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TABLE E-3. MOST FEASIBLE AND MODERATELY
DES IRABLE EVENTS

EVENT

A. TECHNOLOGY

a Machine-readable storage competitive with microform

* Peripherals with mini's will take over many automated
functions

* Interactive computer terminals available for less than
$500

0 High quality, low cost microfilm reader-printer available

* Paper replaced as document storage medium by microforms

a Automatic monitoring built into retri.eval systems

0 Paper replaced as numeric dissemination medium by full-text
digital media

B. ORGANIZATIONAL AFFILIATIONS

0 Two levels of information providers: "wholesalers" and
"retailers"

C. ECONOMICS

"* Interactive computer terminals available for less than $500

"* High quality, low cost microfilm reader-printer available

D. SERVICES

* Interactive access to citation data bases replacing abstracting
and indexing tools

A



TABLI E-4. MOST FEASIBLE AND LEAST DESIRABLE EVENTS

EVENT

A, TECHNOLOGY

* Paper virtually replaced as a dissemination medium by

microform

¶ ~TABLE E -5.* MODERATELY DESIRABLE. MODERATELY
FEASIBLE EVENTS

EVENT

A. TECHNOLOGY

* Associative memories coimmonly used for machine-aided fact
retrieval

* "Personal" interactive terminals very common

* Paper replaced as document storage medium by full text digital.

media

* Acceptable machine-generated index data

* Tutorial features of on-line systems makitzg intermediaries
unnecessary

B. ORGANIZATIONAL AFFILIATIONS

* Unnecessary data base duplication eliminated

C. SERVICES

"* "Personal" interactive terminals very coimmon

"* Tutorial features of on-line systems making intermediaries
unnecessary

* Interactive access to full text data bases replacing abstract-
ing and indexing as searching tools

I 
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TABLE E -6. MODERATELY DESIRABLE.AND

LEAST FEASIBLE EVENTS

EVENT

A. TECHNOLOGY

. .0 AssUciative memories will be commaonly used in machine-aided

-retrieval

B. ORGANIZATIONAL AFFILIATIONS..

* Sandardization" allowing user organizations to merge data
bases onto a single file

C. SERVICES

a Information synthesis and analysis available to all researchers

TAELE E-7. MODERATELY FEASIBLE AND
LEAST DESIRABLE EVENTS

EVENT__________

A. TECHNOLOGY

* Paper replaced as document dissemination medium by full-text
microform media

* Paper replaced as numeric storage medium by microforms

B.* ORGANIZATIONAL AFFILIATIONS

* Decentralized input processing for large IS&R systems

C. SERVICES

* Processing of numeric data at least equalling the processing of
bibliographic informa'tion
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TABLE E -8. LEAST DESIRABLE AND
LEAST FEASIBLE EVENTS

EVENT

A. TECHNOLOGY

* Computers designed specifically for bibliographic storage
and retrieval

* Paper replaced am document dissemination medium by full-text
digital media

B. ORGANIZATIONAL AFFILIATIONS

0 One interdisciplinary subject vocabulary

C. ECONOMICS

0 Federal technical information services self-supporting

D. SERVICES

0 Disseminotion of full text of doctuments precluding need for
abstracts as announcement devices

0 Dissemination of full text of documents precluding need
for abstracts as retrieval devices
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